
MOTADATA V10 TITAN DMS

Why V10 Delivers:

Specific development
of Internet enabled

technologies

Patented automated
accounting

 
Simple to use

and easy to learn
 

Developed for
international markets 

Minimal pop-ups

Multiple screens
can be open

simultaneoulsy

Desktop icons
saved as favourites

Hyperlinks throughout
every screen

Single screen for
any journal

 
Dynamic Chart

of Accounts
 

Cross referencing
accounts functionality

Simple bank
reconciliation process

Auto-generation of
RO’s and PO’s

 
Pre-delivery controller

provides real time
visibility

Easily change a
vehicle in stock

to a demo vehicle

Internal vehicle
transfers between
branches is quick

Service scheduler
is dynamic

 
Multi location 
views of ‘WIP’ 

Single RO control
screen gives full

customer handling

Single Parts purchase
control screen

maximizes speed

Single customer
record

All campiagns
attached to

customer record

Trustworthy reporting
on dealership’s

campaigns

Visibility against
KPI’s within

the sales process

V10 offers a wide
variety of reports

Real time Financial
Management Console

 
Multi company and
cross departmental

interrogation

Auto generated ‘Daily
Summary Reports’ 

TECHNOLOGY USABLITY ADMIN VEHICLES AFTER SALES CRM REPORTING
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A SINGLE SYSTEM
DELIVERING DEALER EFFICIENCIES
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FUNCTIONALITY
Delivered as an all-in-one product. CRM, Advanced Reporting, Workshop
Pre-delivery Control, Showroom, Warehousing, Delivery Systems and many
more are no longer optional in a dealership, so why should they be optional
in a DMS.
With MotaDataV10, you will get all this functionality and more as it is
developed and released for the lifetime of your use of the DMS.

USABILITY
DMS has not just been created, it has been designed. The time spent in
designing the software around workflow in a dealership and the consistency
of the user interface both in presentation and operation, have resulted in a
Dealer Management System which is intuitive and easy to use.

COST SAVING
SaaS means ONE fee – No future upgrades! MotaDataV10 DMS and the
Software as a Service solution provide the ability to remove the costs
associated with having expensive server hardware and private networks.
This relates to not just the upfront capital expenditure associated with new
Server hardware every 4-5 years, but also the ongoing maintenance renewal
charges that are often associated with such hardware contracts.

“Today Compatible Automotive is a leading, independent supplier of information technology in the automotive industry, delivering a
world class, global Dealer Management System.”


